Engineers are coming to RWTH!

**Machine Learning at Google**

Roberto Pieraccini, a pioneer of Machine Learning for Natural Language Understanding and Dialog, has been at the forefront of Human-Computer Spoken Language Interaction research for several decades. Currently a Director of Engineering for the Google Assistant in Zurich, he will talk about Machine Learning at Google with special emphasis on its impact in the evolution of a personal virtual assistants.

**CV and Interview Workshop**

Come learn the ins and outs of tech CVs and technical interviews, so you can nail your next one! Google software engineers will pull back the curtains on the interview process and give awesome tips for your CVs, too.

Sign up @ https://bit.ly/2LYn5Cg

---

**October 17, 2019**

16:15-17:00

Computer Science Department (Ahornstr. 55), AH V

Anyone interested in ML at Google

17:15-18:30

Computer Science Department (Ahornstr. 55), AH V

Anyone interested in improving their CVs and interview skills

---

**Build for everyone**